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Marcelo Antunes 14th April 2011 06:42 PM

News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Hello all

Just some quick news, ISO 13485 is going to be revised, a decision was made on the meeting of ISO TC
210 WG 1 this week. There's at least some 17 topics which are going to be revised or enhanced. A new
work proposal will be circulated within the next month or so, along with a user survey on other possible
changes.

Ajit Basrur 15th April 2011 12:22 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
 

Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by mmantunes (Post 429233)
Hello all

Just some quick news, ISO 13485 is going to be revised, a decision was made on the meeting of
ISO TC 210 WG 1 this week. There's at least some 17 topics which are going to be revised or
enhanced. A new work proposal will be circulated within the next month or so, along with a user
survey on other possible changes.

This seems to be a "freshly baked" news as I didnt read anywhere ;)

Thanks for informing, Marcelo !

Marcelo Antunes 15th April 2011 12:27 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
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Ajit

Sure it is, the meeting ended yesterday, I only know because i was there :-)

Anyway, i just made this quick comment so our Cove members could begin to collect their comments on
possible modifications. Maybe we could open a thread on this so people can freely comment. I'm sure
the members of the Cove could greatly help giving their views of problems and solutions.

manju.ado 15th April 2011 01:15 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
 
Thank you Marcelo for the news.:)

Its good idea to have a thread, gives right platform to discuss and provide comments.

Thanks again.

Regards,

Manju

GPjeri 15th April 2011 02:21 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
 
Wow, THANKS !!!! Just listened to a webinar the other day where this was mentioned but on a very high
level also talked about de-harmonizing some standards and potentially revising ISO 14971.

MIREGMGR 15th April 2011 03:36 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
 
Does this encompass Sweden's issues with ISO 13485 in regard to its compability with the various
Directives?

Marcelo Antunes 15th April 2011 07:41 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
 

Quote:

Does this encompass Sweden's issues with ISO 13485 in regard to its compability with the
various Directives?

Yes, their issues were discussed and some where taken into account, but others deemed a problem of
the directives and not of the standard (and some too euro-centric too, also related to the directives).
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The person responsible for the Sweden issues is a member of TC 210 and was there, so there seems to
be, in principle, a solved issue regarding the standard (but there might still be problem in the EU).

MIREGMGR 16th April 2011 03:11 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
 
I've been under the impression that the argument being made by some EU parties was that the
Directives are law while the Standards (ISO 13485, ISO 14971, etc.) are adopted documents, therefore
both practically and theoretically the Standards would have to change to conform to the Directives.

It's an odd issue to arise, given ISO 13485's history.

Was US FDA represented in the discussions? I'm very curious as to whether this will affect US FDA's
movement toward VARSP acceptance of NB-certified ISO 13485 conformance in place of QSIT1
inspection exposure.

Marcelo Antunes 16th April 2011 10:17 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
 

Quote:

I've been under the impression that the argument being made by some EU parties was that the
Directives are law while the Standards (ISO 13485, ISO 14971, etc.) are adopted documents,
therefore both practically and theoretically the Standards would have to change to conform to
the Directives.

It's an odd issue to arise, given ISO 13485's history.

The problem is really more weird, and, as i've said somewhere else before, even the EU is not really
sure of their own arguments (I was with the guy responsible for the formal Eu answer to this problem
and he even he wasn't aware what was really happening :-))

One example - in New Approach directives, directives have essential (less detailed) requirements, and
harmonized standards details that essentials requirements and therefore gives 'presumption of
conformity' with the essential requirements they are linked with (annex zx). However, this presumption
of conformity is only related to the essential requirements which are given in annex I of the directives.
Quality system requirements are not in Annex I, they are only required in the "route" annexes
(particularly the annex II route - full quality assurance). So, one of the problems is that ISO 13485
cannot really give presumption of conformity.

Quote:

Was US FDA represented in the discussions? I'm very curious as to whether this will affect US
FDA's movement toward VARSP acceptance of NB-certified ISO 13485 conformance in place of
QSIT1 inspection exposure.

Yes, Kim Trautman is a WG 1 member and represents the FDA. From the standpoint of the standard,
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she didn't seem to have any problems (she mentioned the VARSP program but only to remember that
she would prefer the standard to stick to requirements which were already on the regulations) but
nothing regarding the EU. As i said, the focus of the discussion obviously was the standard, not the
regulations that use them, because it was deemed that a lot of the comments were really problems of
the regulations, not the standard.

Update: Just to make things clear here, i didn't imply i know Kim's or FDA's position, what i said is only
what I felt during the meeting.

Marcelo Antunes 25th October 2011 09:43 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
 
Another update on the ISO 13485 revision - ISO TC 210 WG 1 met last week and reviewed some issues,
including the results of the user survey. The survey had a lot os responses, however one major problem
is that almost 90 % of the respondents wer from the US or Europe. We are going to reopen the survey
to see if we can find more comments from other parts of the world.

The 14 original topics for revision (not 17 as i mentioned before) were expanded to 24 due to the
answers from the survey.

We have already separated 24 groups to deal with each topic, and everyone can now begin working on
specific topics.

Next meeting will be in March 2012.

Sidney Vianna 25th October 2011 10:17 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
 

Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by mmantunes (Post 455586)
The survey had a lot os responses, however one major problem is that almost 90 % of the
respondents wer from the US or Europe. We are going to reopen the survey to see if we can find
more comments from other parts of the world.

Realizing that, based on the latest ISO Survey, Europe and North America represent about 75% of the
ISO 13485 certificates in the World, that is expected.

I have no idea how the TC 210 operates, but some other TC's go through the hassle of surveys just to
totally disregard the feedback from the users in the end. After all what do the users of standards
know?:tg:

Marcelo Antunes 25th October 2011 10:26 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
 

Quote:
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Realizing that, based on the latest ISO Survey, Europe and North America represent about 75%
of the ISO 13485 certificates in the World, that is expected.

Yeah, we did make this link, however WG 1 would still want to hear more perspectives.

Quote:

I have no idea how the TC 210 operates, but some other TC's go through the hassle of surveys
just to totally disregard the feedback from the users in the end. After all what do the users of
standards know?

I've also seen this kind of behavior from some other TCs and was pleased when I discovered that ISO
TC 210 WG 1 is really worried about the user input.

One member has already performed the herculean task of separating all comments in their respectives
topics, and the small groups working in each topic will revise all comments related to that topic. Sure a
lot of comments will be deleted because they add no value or something like that, but int the brief
overview we performed on one of the topics, we did find a lot of interesting comments.

So, i'm pretty sure that these will at least be taken into account when drafting the revised standard.

But obviously we cannot please everyone :-P

Marcelo Antunes 16th January 2012 11:20 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
 

Quote:

I have no idea how the TC 210 operates, but some other TC's go through the hassle of surveys
just to totally disregard the feedback from the users in the end. After all what do the users of
standards know?

One of the problems (I´ve been revising some of the comments in the last few days) is that a great part
of the comments are not related to the standard, but are related to the implementation of the standard.
Example - comments related to how auditors perform auditing of ISO 13485.

Another type (a lot) are like - included FDA or EU requirements - which cannot be included because ISO
13485 does not include regional/national regulations due to the objective of being an harmonized
standard worldwide - also ,ISO 13485 is already aligned with those.

Anyway, a lot of the comments are interesting and will require action.

Roland Cooke 23rd January 2012 08:33 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
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Is the intent to bring out a revised version of ISO 14969 at around the same time, or is that a
completely unrelated task?

Marcelo Antunes 23rd January 2012 08:37 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 

Quote:

Is the intent to bring out a revised version of ISO 14969 at around the same time, or is that a
completely unrelated task?

It´s a complete unrelated task (including formally, because there will be a need to issue a NWIP).

However, the group was tasked with identifying possible revisions to 14969. And come comments even
mentioned the need to include a streamlined version of 14969 in 13485 (which in fact is not a crazy idea
- it would surely help promoting in a better way the guidance).

Roland Cooke 25th January 2012 11:52 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 

Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by Marcelo Antunes (Post 466766)
some comments even mentioned the need to include a streamlined version of 14969 in 13485
(which in fact is not a crazy idea - it would surely help promoting in a better way the guidance).

Interesting suggestion, so that would be in the form of some kind of non-binding guidance appendix?

Marcelo Antunes 25th January 2012 11:54 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 

Quote:

Interesting suggestion, so that would be in the form of some kind of non-binding guidance
appendix?

This would be the way, an informative annex. However, I´m pretty sure that a lot of people will oppose
this idea.

Roland Cooke 25th January 2012 11:57 AM
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Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 
Probably correctly, from the bureaucratic perspective, but I would then add the comment to the
committee to address the fact that a significant minority of people/companies don't even know
ISO14969 exists.....

Marcelo Antunes 25th January 2012 12:00 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 
The commitee is pretty aware of that, in fact.

The real problem is that ISO 13485 is a very political document, being used or accepted in general in a
lot reg systems. Any possible change to the standard will be met with resistance in principle. And one
general opposition (from a lot of WG members and NCs) is that anything that is not a requirement does
not fit into the document.

Roland Cooke 25th January 2012 12:03 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 
Maybe instead have an informative annex that just includes links (or equivalent) to these guidance
sources (ISO14969, FDA guidance, MEDDEVs, whatever). Then everyone will be equally
happy/unhappy.... :)

Marcelo Antunes 25th January 2012 12:04 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 
Another point the committee generally is aware of is that the standard per se cannot solve all the
problems of the world. For example, certification problems, which in fact is not even in the scope of the
standard.

The fact that there´s a published document with guidelines and people do not know is a real shame, but
a lot of people thinks that users should be aware of this because it waas written for then, and the
committee should not change the standard because people are not aware of something that they
should.

Although I do not totally agree with that, it is a real fact.

(i´m not really saying things in the name of WG 1 , just to be clear, but I´m just sharing the
impressions I get from the meetings).

Marcelo Antunes 25th January 2012 12:05 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 

Quote:
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Maybe instead have an informative annex that just includes links (or equivalent) to these
guidance sources (ISO14969, FDA guidance, MEDDEVs, whatever). Then everyone will be
equally happy/unhappy....

Yeah, this could work, however, there´s lots of other possible solutions. The problem is, are they going
to be effective?

Marcelo Antunes 25th January 2012 12:08 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 

Quote:

Maybe instead have an informative annex that just includes links (or equivalent) to these
guidance sources (ISO14969, FDA guidance, MEDDEVs, whatever). Then everyone will be
equally happy/unhappy....

One example of the practical problems - there´s a strong emphasis not to put national or regional
regulatory requirements anywhere on the standard. The standard is "aligned" with those, but there´s no
mention there not to imply thet the standard is fro one or for the other.

So the only official guidance source the standard could recognize is and ISo document, or a GHTF
document (the meetings are always joint with the GHTF quality system committee).

MIREGMGR 25th January 2012 12:27 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 
Regarding harmonization, and particularly harmonization of US FDA QSR and EU rules...is that
specifically an issue for this ISO 13485 revision cycle?

I'm under the impression that US FDA and the US industry it regulates each have a faction that isn't
interested in harmonization (their view being that the existing US system isn't broken and therefore
shouldn't be fixed, or perhaps is somewhat broken but not in a way that harmonization would help to
fix). Each also has a faction that supports harmonization but believes that US FDA's regulatory approach
is more effective at achieving safety and effectiveness than the European approach. It appears to me
that to the extent there is a faction within US FDA that would support FDA discarding QSR in favor of
ISO 13485, that faction is weakly supported.

Of course, this is an external view of internal regulatory-body politics way above my level, and I may be
mis-informed. If however this is approximately correct, then progress toward harmonization likely would
entail some modifications to ISO 13485.

Marcelo Antunes 25th January 2012 12:48 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 

Quote:
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Regarding harmonization, and particularly harmonization of US FDA QSR and EU rules...is that
specifically an issue for this ISO 13485 revision cycle?.

Issue? Not at all, but we are talking two different levels of harmonization here. ISO 13485 has always
been aligned with the EU requirements and also with the FDA requirements for quality systems. And it
will remain aligned (I commented something on the history of this in this post - http://elsmar.com
/Forums/showpost.ph...90&postcount=6) - there´s still some different points that will be corrected in
the revision. This does not mean that the requirements are the same, but they require the same thing
and if correctly applied the quality system will fulfill both. It also does not mean that FDA will dump one
in favor of the other - the second level of harmonization, let´s say.

But, from what I´ve heard (and I also do not know the full politics of the agency) yes, there´s
historically been somewhat of a fight of understandings regarding harmonization, and there´s a lot of
different views on the subject.

Marcelo Antunes 25th January 2012 12:57 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 
Anyway, this is another important aspect that people usually forget (hence a lot of the comments in the
survey) - WG1 only works with creating the standard, not it´s use in the regulations. So it does try to
create an harmonized standards so regulators can, if they want, use it as quality systems requirements
for their reg system. So there´s only so much the group can do.

Cathie 15th February 2012 09:30 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 
Marcelo,

Thank you so much for your "informal" comments. Looking forward to hearing more about the potential
changes.

Cathie:thanks:

certified1 15th February 2012 02:52 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 
My company will have its preasessment audit on March 7 for ISO 13485. What if these revisions to
13485 are implemented before our registration audit. Will we have to implement them into our QMS
before we can proceed with the final audit registration?

howste 15th February 2012 03:10 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
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Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by certified1 (Post 469839)
My company will have its preasessment audit on March 7 for ISO 13485. What if these revisions
to 13485 are implemented before our registration audit. Will we have to implement them into
our QMS before we can proceed with the final audit registration?

No, the current standard will still be valid. There will always be a transition period.

Marcelo Antunes 15th February 2012 03:15 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012
 
And the revised document is targeted to be published at the end of 2014.

Tamboussamy K 21st March 2012 05:58 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Hi there,
Actually BS EN ISO 13485 : 2012 has been published in March 2012. But still ISO/CD 13485 ( revision
of ISO 13485:2003 & Cor 1:2009 ) is under Committee stage ( close of voting / commenting period )
and may take few more months to be got published.
Sam
Tamboussamy K

Marcelo Antunes 21st March 2012 06:09 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Hello Sam and welcome to the Cove!

This thread is about the international, ISO version of the standard, which is being revised and will be
published in 2014, probably.

There are other threads here which deals with the publication of the EN version in 2012 - this one, for
example.

Marcelo Antunes 21st March 2012 06:10 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
And, being on that... WG 1 is going to meet next week in London to continue the work in the revision of
ISO 13485.

Harigovindan 22nd March 2012 07:12 AM
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Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision
 
Thank you Mr. Marcelo for the news.
It is nice to have a discussion of latest updations.

Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by Marcelo Antunes (Post 429262)
Ajit

Sure it is, the meeting ended yesterday, I only know because i was there :-)

Anyway, i just made this quick comment so our Cove members could begin to collect their
comments on possible modifications. Maybe we could open a thread on this so people can freely
comment. I'm sure the members of the Cove could greatly help giving their views of problems
and solutions.

red66climb 26th March 2012 02:16 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Will the work proposal and survey be posted publicly? Where can I find the website for WG1?

Stijloor 26th March 2012 04:27 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 

Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by red66climb (Post 475495)
Will the work proposal and survey be posted publicly? Where can I find the website for WG1?

Not all work is public. But you can find the status of the Standard here.

Status of ISO 13485 can be found here Work Programme."

Stijloor.

gramaley 10th April 2012 05:24 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Thanks Marcelo, it is good that you allow us to know what is going in the WG. It affects so many of us
and for different reasons too.

The FDA Voluntary Audit Program using ISO 13485 is posted on the FDA website. The FDA will begin to
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accept audit reports from the EU Notified Bodies. In exchange, the FDA will give the manufacturer one
year off from routine QSIT inspections. What makes no sense to me is, they rarely inspect anyone
outside the US, and since bad companies abroad don't need a QSIT inspection to sell in the US, these
companies can sell, sell, sell, into the USA and FDA and like the other two attempts, this one will be
scuttled too.

I was told by a person working at the EU Commission that ISO 13485 would continue to remain
recognized. This was a recent decision that followed careful review of issues raised by Sweden and
others. The European’s are struggling with other issues around ISO 13485, which have nothing to do
with the standard itself, but how competency of auditors is to be determined, and by whom. The irony
is, the European cooperation on Accreditation now have the ability to provide support for ISO 13485,
but some regulators in Europe are concerned they will be losing their jobs to their accreditation body
enforcers. It’s far more politically charged than it should be. They should all be working together.

It should be understood that no one gets the CE mark because they meet ISO 13485, or even EN ISO
13485. You don’t even need a QMS to sell most products into Europe; it’s just the smarter way to
go about it.

CE marking may use 93/42/EEC Annex II Full Quality Assurance, or Annex V - Production quality
assurance (no design controls) and these annexes benefit from ISO 13485's standardization. However,
ISO 13485 cannot be used as a substitute for criteria that is laid down in the legislation, even when ISO
13485 supports requires conformity with national/or regional regulatory requirements. For example, if
you make implanted medical devices, and the revised directive requires retaining records for 15 years,
you must comply with this to meet the MDD Annex II. If however you are found not to meet this Annex
II requirement, and you sell implanted device to Europe, you will not only be in violation of Annex II,
you will also be issued a nonconformity against ISO 13485, since ISO 13485 requires regulatory
compliance within the jurisdictions where you sell your medical devices.

It’s confusing, but it can be said that although ISO 13485 is extraordinarily valuable for aiding in QMS
regulatory compliance, even in Europe, it is not recognized in Europe for being used in place of ANNEX
II or ANNEX V CE certificates. ISO 13485 supports the consistancy of application of the QMS accross all
manufacturers, since it is much better organized than the QMS sections of Annex II and V.

I have not seen the EN ISO 13485:2012, but it should have an Annex Z to show where it can be used
for compliance within 93/42/EEC. All EU harmonized standards are supposed to have an Annex Z,
to show what part of the directive it covers.

Other countries however do require or recognize ISO 13485 as a regulatory instrument (Health Canada,
TGA Australia, and many other countries are beginning to turn to it, especially as the new IAF
Accreditation System for gets underway this June.

Ronen E 10th April 2012 05:58 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
@ gramaley: How much of all this is hard fact?

I see 2 points of slight misinterpretation:

Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by gramaley (Post 477467)
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You don’t even need a QMS to sell most products into Europe; it’s just the smarter way to
go about it.

Assuming you referred to medical devices - all but plain class I devices require some sort of QMS (be it
an annex II, V or VI one). True, ISO 13485 compliance is not mandatory, but for such devices one of
these annexes has to be complied with and they all pose QMS requirements. Edit: Strictly speaking,
there are other routes (involving annexes III and IV); however, these are so much more inefficient and
costly for the manufacturer (for most types of devices) that they are almost irrelevant. I don't have hard
data on this, but I take the risk and speculate that the percentage of manufacturers using any of these
"non-QMS" routes (for non-plain-class-I devices) is <10.

Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by gramaley (Post 477467)
Other countries however do require or recognize ISO 13485 as a regulatory instrument (Health
Canada, TGA Australia...

The Australian regulatory system regards ISO 13485 in a manner almost identical to the way the EC
system does. The Australian regulations spell out the QMS requirements without relying on ISO 13485;
On top of that there is a ministerial order that recognises ISO 13485:2003 and provides presumption of
conformity with relevant requirements (13485 compliance is voluntary). By all means an ISO 13485
certificate does not replace a TGA conformity assessment certificate.

gramaley 10th April 2012 07:05 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
I'm not sure about any questions I might have raised regarding Australia. I just know they now
recognize IAF based accredited ISO 13485 certs. ISO 13485 accreditation requirements will go into
affect worldwide this June, but this concerns Accreditation Body and CAB requirements. ISO 13485 has
not changed, so manufacturers have nothing to worry about, other than who is certifying their company,
and whether it operates under the IAF umbrella of accreditation. You can look at the IAF requirements
of MD8 and MD9, which are free to download from the www.IAF.nu website. The IAF can root out phony
ISO 13485 certs, since they have 66 member countries' accreditation bodies now working on it. These
are some hard facts you can verify at the IAF website.

EC-Verification and Annex III and IV Routes
Actually, you really don't need a QMS certification to Annex II or V to get a CE mark, regardless of how
high risk your device is. This is a relatively unused, but not necesarily useless option for a manufacturer
to explore.

For a start-up company selling their first MRI to Europe, with no QMS, or a company that can't wait a
year to setup their first QMS, but want to fill an European distributors sales order with a profitable,
single batch, the EC Verification route makes a lot of sense. This route is more commonly used for Class
IIa or IIb products, but can be used for class III devices as well.

Lower risk devices do not need to combine Annex III with IV, but its clear that annex II and V can be
avoided.

1. In the case of devices falling within Class III, other than devices which are custom-made or intended
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for clinical investigations, the
manufacturer shall, in order to affix the CE marking, either:

(a) follow the procedure relating to the EC declaration of conformity set out in Annex II (full quality
assurance); or

(b) follow the procedure relating to the EC type-examination set out in Annex III, coupled with:

(i) the procedure relating to the EC verification set out in Annex IV;

or (ii) the procedure relating to the EC declaration of conformity set out in Annex V (production quality
assurance).

Ronen E 11th April 2012 05:04 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
@ gramaley:

I don't disagree with anything in your last post.

The Australian regulatory system does recognise valid ISO 13485 certificates. No dispute here. On the
other hand - that's all it does; it doesn't rely on it nor does it mandate it. The phrasing in your previous
post had the appearance of suggesting that the Australian system regards ISO 13485 differently to the
EC system, so my point was to clarify that at concept level it doesn't.

With regards to -

Quote:

EC-Verification and Annex III and IV Routes... This is a relatively unused, but not necesarily
useless...

Exactly. It's not completely useless... :lol:

Cheers,
Ronen.

Asiah 21st June 2012 08:00 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 

Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by Marcelo Antunes (Post 429233)
Hello all

Just some quick news, ISO 13485 is going to be revised, a decision was made on the meeting of
ISO TC 210 WG 1 this week. There's at least some 17 topics which are going to be revised or
enhanced. A new work proposal will be circulated within the next month or so, along with a user
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survey on other possible changes.

Hi! Thanks for sharing.

Marcelo Antunes 18th October 2012 08:17 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Heya all

ISO TC 210 WG 1 - Application of quality systems to medical devices met last week in Santa Rosa, CA,
to discuss the revision of ISO 13485.

There were a lot of comments for the Working Draft (all internal to the WG because WDs are not
circulated outside) and we split into 5 separate groups to deal with the comments.

There was some interesting discussions and decisions (I was particularly interested in software this time
because I had to report back to JWG 3) but in general it seems that people came to an agreement in
each group.

But it's interesting to note, due to the volume of changes, this revision will draw ISO 13485 further
away from ISO 9001.

However, the original intent was to follow the meeting with an CD, but due to the volume of comments
and the need to work in separate, in the end the experts were not really aware of the whole overview of
the document. Due to that, it was agreed that we should circulate a second Working Draft in the
beginning of November.

There will be and comment period of 2 and a half months, and we will then review the comments on the
next WG 1 meeting (which will be together with the TC 210 plenary on the week of March 11 in Tokyo,
Japan).

Besides this main topic, there were some updates from the IMDRF (more info on the website : <a
href="http://www.imdrf.org/">http://www.imdrf.org/</a>)

red66climb 18th October 2012 09:10 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Thank you for the detailed update.:thanx:

Sidney Vianna 18th October 2012 09:11 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 

Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by Marcelo Antunes (Post 498722)
But it's interesting to note, due to the volume of changes, this revision will draw ISO 13485
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further away from ISO 9001.

Marcelo, I heard that the next version of ISO 13485 will NOT follow the High Level Structure that ISO
wants to use for all of their Management System Standards. Could you confirm that?

Marcelo Antunes 18th October 2012 09:27 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 

Quote:

Marcelo, I heard that the next version of ISO 13485 will NOT follow the High Level Structure that
ISO wants to use for all of their Management System Standards. Could you confirm that?

The problem is somewhat worse. It´s not that it won´t follow...ISO 13485 can´t follow the structure
because it already deviates from some of the structure topics (eg. Continual improvement - and it´s a
fundamental difference that is needed in the standard), so TC 210 asked the TMB to put in Guide 83 the
possibility of deviation from the guide (after analysis by the TMB).

Roland Cooke 18th October 2012 09:34 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Thanks very much for the updates Marcelo.

Marcelo Antunes 17th January 2013 05:23 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
An update: WG 1 will meet in 11-13 MARCH 2013 in Japan (together with the TC 210 plenary) to
continue the revision of ISO 13485. Comments for WD 2 were to be sent until yesterday.

Our mirror group in Brazil create more that 100 comments, and I expect that each commentator will
have a lot of comments...so there will be a lot of work in Japan!

Marcelo Antunes 17th January 2013 05:28 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Regarding our comments, I would like to share some so Covers could say what they think about them.

Origin: need to better integrate risk management into ISO 13485 (from WG revision list and comments
from ISO 13485 survey)

Current WD2 text: in 4.1, item d) establish documented requirements for risk management throughout
the quality management system
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Comment:
Add a new item:
4.1 d) We need a separate risk management requirement.

Justification: it seems reasonable that the risk management is an important part of the quality
management system, and should be incorporated in a separate item in 4.1 which gives an extended
information and requirements for risk management through the quality management system
requirements.

Proposed change

New item: 4.1.1 Risk Management
The organization shall establish, document, implement and maintain a continuous risk management
process related to their medical devices during it’s lifecycle to identify the hazards and hazardous
situations related to the medical device(s), estimate, assess and control those risks and evaluate the
effectiveness of the risk control measures.

This risk management process shall include the elements of analysis, assessment, control and
monitoring of production and post-production information and shall apply to the design of the medical
device and to each related process.

Note: see ISO 14971 and ISO 24971

Marcelo Antunes 17th January 2013 05:36 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Current WD2 text (same as ISO 13485:2003):

4.2.3 Control of documents
....
a)to review and approve documents for adequacy prior to issue,
b) to review and update as necessary and re-approve documents
d) to ensure that relevant versions of applicable documents are available at points of use

Comment: Include the “intended use” in item a), b) and d)

Justification: the intended use or objective of the document is what it´s adequate for. The intented use
shall also define where the document needs to be used

Proposed change:

a) to review and approve documents for adequacy to its intended use prior to issue,
b) to review and update as necessary and re-approve documents for adequacy to its intended use prior
to re-issue,
c)
d) to ensure that relevant versions of applicable documents are available at points of use, as defined in
its intended use
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Marcelo Antunes 17th January 2013 05:39 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Source: 5.4.2 Quality management system planning

Comment: Include NOTES to present guidelines to perform a quality management system
planning/development

Justification: ISO 13485 is a standard to evaluate quality management systems, and ISO 10005 and
ISO 9004 are applicable to developing quality management systems

Proposed change:

NOTE 2 The guidelines for quality plans which are part of the planning process, are described in the ISO
10005.

NOTE 3 For other guidelines for quality management system development, see ISO 9004.

Marcelo Antunes 17th January 2013 05:42 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Origin: 5.6.1 Management review

Comment

Add NOTE:
NOTE Planned intervals are not necessarily time intervals, for example planned intervals could be
triggered by actions in the system

Justification: clarify the planned intervals are not necessarily time intervals

Marcelo Antunes 17th January 2013 05:45 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Origin: 5.6.2 Management review input

Comment - change requirement as to note require that all management reviews have all information
mentioned

Justification: it is important to clarify for the user that it is important to plan and define which points
must be part of the review, but it is not mandatory to perform the evaluation just for this items every
time

Proposed change:

The input to management review shall include any information necessary to evaluate the continuing
suitability, adequacy and effectiveness of the quality management system.

NOTE: Some examples of information that could affect the system:
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a)
b)
...

Each management review meeting does not need to include all this information, but they can be part of
several meetings to evaluate the quality management system as a whole

Marcelo Antunes 17th January 2013 05:50 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Origin: 7.3.8 - Design and development records (moved from last sentence of ISO 13485:2003)

Comment and Justification: we need two different documents for device design, one for the history of
the project, the other for the device manufacturing. Trying to avoid GMP names.

Proposed change:

For each type or model of medical device, the organization shall establish and maintain a “design and
development file” either containing or identifying the set of records, or other documents produced by
the design and development process, taking into consideration any regulatory requirements.

For each type or model of medical device, the organization shall establish and maintain a “product file”
either containing or identifying documents defining product specifications and quality management
system requirements related to the product (see 4.2.3)
... (same as ISO 13485:2003)

Marcelo Antunes 17th January 2013 05:53 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Origin: 8.2.1

Comment: include an active process of information gathering.

Proposed change

As one of the measurements of the performance of the quality management system, the organization
shall actively monitor information relating to the product and to whether the organization has met
customer requirements. The related process shall be documented, including the methods for obtaining
and using this information.

Marcelo Antunes 17th January 2013 05:54 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Origin: 8.5.3 Preventive action

Comment: link preventive action to risk management

Proposed change: The organization shall perform at planned intervals process and product risk
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management to determine action to eliminate the causes of potential nonconformities in order to
prevent their occurrence. Preventive actions shall be appropriate to the effects of the potential
problems.

Marcelo Antunes 2nd February 2013 09:44 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Another small update - the compilation of comments on ISO 13485 WD 2 have been circulated. 157
pages of comments - We will have a lot of work in Tokyo....

Marcelo Antunes 16th April 2013 01:39 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
ISO TC 210 WG 1 met in Japan three weeks ago to continue the ISO 13485 revision.

We've reviewed almost 500 comments to WD2 (second working draft). We've done a second wave of
revision until today (April 15th) to make sure all comments were properly addressed. In a few weeks we
will have the first CD - Committee Draft circulated for all National Bodies, so more people can have
access to it and comment.

WG 1 will meet again in Lyon, France, on the last week of September to analyze the CD comments.

Ajit Basrur 16th April 2013 08:27 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Marcelo, thanks for keeping us updated on the latest !

gramaley 16th April 2013 07:23 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Marcelo,

I heard rumor that there will not be as significant number of changes as was at first being proposed or
expected.

I was told there is some concern that developing countries, which are still widely using ISO 9001, even
for medical device QMS (if anything at all) are a concern.

Marcelo Antunes 16th April 2013 10:12 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 

Quote:
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I heard rumor that there will not be as significant number of changes as was at first being
proposed or expected.

Not sure what were the changes first being proposed that you mention, but all changes identified in the
original revision discussion and in the ISO 13485 design specification have been implemented in one
way or another.

Quote:

I was told there is some concern that developing countries, which are still widely using ISO
9001, even for medical device QMS (if anything at all) are a concern.

Those concerns have been identified after the two rounds of open comments before the work started,
and have been included as items to be taken into consideration during the review, however this topic
(and some others) have been delayed until after the first CD was created and circulated.

gramaley 17th April 2013 11:23 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Thank you Marcelo,

My understanding was simply that the push to make it a bigger standard covering a lot more, was being
dampened do to the need for developing countries to catch up.

Marcelo Antunes 12th May 2013 05:00 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
A heads up - the second CD was circulated two days ago, with a target date for comments of
10-08-2013. Thos will be addresses in the next WG 1 meeting and the end of September in Lyon,
france.

Sidney Vianna 12th May 2013 05:27 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 

Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by Marcelo Antunes (Post 498731)
ISO 13485 can´t follow the structure because it already deviates from some of the structure
topics (eg. Continual improvement - and it´s a fundamental difference that is needed in the
standard), so TC 210 asked the TMB to put in Guide 83 the possibility of deviation from the
guide (after analysis by the TMB).

Quote:
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In Reply to Parent Post by Marcelo Antunes (Post 519257)
A heads up - the second CD was circulated two days ago, with a target date for comments of
10-08-2013. Thos will be addresses in the next WG 1 meeting and the end of September in
Lyon, france.

Thanks Marcelo.

Would it be possible for you to list the Table of Contents for the ISO 13485 CD2?
I am interested to understand how much the document will deviate from the High Level Structure
template.

Marcelo Antunes 12th May 2013 06:19 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Hi Sidney

It will deviate a lot simply because it uses the same content as the last version:

Contents

Foreword

0 Introduction
0.1 General
0.2 Process approach
0.3 Relationship with other standards
0.4 Compatibility with other management systems

1 Scope
1.1 General
1.2 Application

2 Normative references

3 Terms and definitions

4 Quality management system
4.1 General requirements
4.2 Documentation requirements

5 Management
5.1 Management commitment
5.2 Customer focus
5.3 Quality policy
5.4 Planning
5.5 Responsibility, authority and communication
5.6 Management review

6 Resource management
6.1 Provision of resources
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6.2 Human resources
6.3 Infrastructure
6.4 Work environment

7 Product realization
7.1 Planning of product realization
7.2 Customer-related processes
7.3 Design and development
7.4 Purchasing
7.5 Production and service provision
7.6 Control of monitoring and measuring devices

8 Measurement, analysis and improvement
8.1 General
8.2 Monitoring and measurement
8.3 Control of nonconforming product
8.4 Analysis of data
8.5 Improvement

Roland Cooke 12th May 2013 06:46 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Thanks for the update Marcelo.

I'm involved in an interesting discussion on LinkedIn, about the definition of "device lifetime".

I'm a big advocate that there can be multiple definitions, including for the same product. The current
language of ISO13485 is rather limiting in that area.

Has there been any development in this regard?

Marcelo Antunes 12th May 2013 06:52 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
Nope, but the new draft has a focus on device life-cycle. We´ve even included the life-cycle definition
from 14971 and a lot of requirements now mentioned life-cycle.

Quote:

life-cycle
all phases in the life of a medical device, from the initial conception to final decommissioning and
disposal

Roland Cooke 12th May 2013 06:54 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
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Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by Marcelo Antunes (Post 519263)
Nope, but the new draft has a focus on device life-cycle. We´ve even included the life-cycle
definition from 14971 and a lot of requirements now mentioned life-cycle.

Yeah, that makes sense.

Is there a clearer idea now of when the new version will hit the streets?

Marcelo Antunes 12th May 2013 06:58 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
End of 2014 / beginning of 2015.

It´s recorded as 2015 in the ISO project database, anyway.

perim 13th May 2013 05:00 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
I got to read the previous draft, and I must say I'm impressed with many of the changes. A lot of good
work, and many much needed improvements.

The quality policy requirements added risk management and risk acceptability criteria, even mentioning
specifically by example 'generally accepted state of the art', which I guess is a nod to the EU. Also
"reasonably foreseeable misuse" is added to the standard, which could cause all kinds of interesting
creativity from notified bodies...

There were several "particular requirements for medical device software" in the previous draft with
dissent noted. Did these survive into the new draft?

Marcelo Antunes 13th May 2013 06:07 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 

Quote:

The quality policy requirements added risk management and risk acceptability criteria, even
mentioning specifically by example 'generally accepted state of the art', which I guess is a nod
to the EU. Also "reasonably foreseeable misuse" is added to the standard, which could cause all
kinds of interesting creativity from notified bodies...

Those were removed from the text in the second CD because they are related to the risk management
process which is already required.
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Quote:

There were several "particular requirements for medical device software" in the previous draft
with dissent noted. Did these survive into the new draft?

Not, they didn´t (in fact JWG 3 and others suggested that all be removed).
This was part of the effort to make it clear that software medical devices are under 13485 also, but it
was agreed it created more confusion so it as not a good solution.

The software validation requirements have been put in 4.1 after a suggestion by JWG 3.

perim 13th May 2013 08:02 AM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 
It is sad to hear that the reference to 'generally acknowledged state of the art" was taken out. I find
that the MDD approach is far superior to ISO 14971, and it would have been nice to have gradual shift
in that direction.

The paragraphs on software were IMHO poorly written, and I'm glad to see them go.

I'm more puzzled by the omission of "reasonably foreseeable misuse". From where would this already
be required?

Ronen E 13th May 2013 06:06 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 

Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by perim (Post 519314)
It is sad to hear that the reference to 'generally acknowledged state of the art" was taken out.

IMO it's not so sad. We had numerous discussions on the Cove about why wall-to-wall pursuit of
compliance with current / re-issued published standards is not always / automatically in the best
interest of patients, health professionals and progress in general.

Quote:

In Reply to Parent Post by perim (Post 519314)
I'm more puzzled by the omission of "reasonably foreseeable misuse". From where would this
already be required?

Why should it be spelled out? ISO 13485 is not a risk management / usability standard, it's a QMS
standard. I think general references (requirements) concerning risk management (perhaps even
usability) are appropriate, but specifics should be detailed in more dedicated standards such as 14971
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(a good standard IMO, minus the 2012 mess) and 62366.

Cheers,
Ronen.

Marcelo Antunes 13th May 2013 09:55 PM

Re: News on the ISO 13485 revision - 2011 - 2012 (now 2014?)
 

Quote:

It is sad to hear that the reference to 'generally acknowledged state of the art" was taken out. I
find that the MDD approach is far superior to ISO 14971, and it would have been nice to have
gradual shift in that direction.

The paragraphs on software were IMHO poorly written, and I'm glad to see them go.

I'm more puzzled by the omission of "reasonably foreseeable misuse". From where would this
already be required?

My answers would be like what Ronen said :-). We removed the policy and any more detailed
requirement related to product from the standard because it´s a system standard. And yes, there´s
even a nod to usability requirements and IEC 62366, but that´s it. No need to go beyond that.
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Responsibility Statement: Each person is responsible for anything they post in the Elsmar Cove forum. Neither I, Marc
Timothy Smith, nor any of the forum Moderators, are responsible for the content of posts people make. Liability for post
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